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Bomb
Threat

19-108356

Old Kings Rd

Crash With
Injuries

19-108363

Palm Coast Pkwy
SE

Disturbance
Domestic

19-108373

Red Barn Drive

Welfare
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19-108347

Pine Haven Dr

Marchman
Act

19-108326

US 1 S (Mobile)

Narcotics

19-108358

US 1 South

Employees advised an unknown subject called the business and
advised a bomb was planted in the building. Multiple resources
were utilized and no threats were found.
Single vehicle crashed when it left the roadway and the driver
(single occupant) was entrapped. Driver was transported to Halifax
Hospital by Air One and Palm Coast Parkway was briefly closed
down in the area of Daytona State College. Admin page was sent in
reference the road closure. TOT FHP.
Female victim stated she was in a verbal argument with her son, S1,
because he was unhappy that she is divorcing his father. S1 pushed
her to the ground during the argument and then left the residence
before law enforcement arrived. Gerald was located walking down
the street and placed under arrest for DV battery. S1 was also
placed under arrest for 4 Volusia County Warrants.
Male made statements with suicidal connotation to a friend over
the phone and via text messages. A perimeter was established on
the residence and contact was attempted with the male via
telephone. There was no clear and present danger to the public as
the male was inside of the home by himself and had not made any
threats to harm anybody. The reporting party arrived on scene and
advised he wished to attempt contact at the residence with the
subject after LE left. The perimeter was broken down and all units
cleared the scene without incident.
O1 was intoxicated and refusing to leave the business after being
told by the clerk. O1 could not tell us where he lived and was too
intoxicated to care for himself. 01 was medically cleared at Advent
Health and then transported to the FCDF due to no beds at SMA.
Traffic stop conducted on vehicle for operating in unsafe condition
(cracked windshield). S1 and sole occupant arrested for DWLS
habitual, possession of methamphetamine, possession of
marijuana, and possession of drug paraphernalia.
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